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the problem



 the problem - defined

“ Racial profiling is not a legal term. It’s just a way of  
describing a set of police tactics. A profile is nothing  
more than a group of characteristics that we think  
are associated with some particular kind of behavior  
in this situation crime. It becomes racial profiling  
when race or ethnic appearance plays a role in who  
police decide is suspicious”. – David Harris
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the problem - no trust

Communities show no trust in the people that are  
sworn to serve and protect.



the solution 



the solution - bring back the beat cop

Patrol areas based on crime not racial demographics.



the solution - invest in community

Police officers should invest time into the community they 
serve to build a working and trusting relationship.



the solution - invest in community

The city should help police officers purchase homes in 
high-crime areas.



 the hurdles - outdated/overused laws

“ An average of 95% of all vehicles are in violation of traffic 
laws and are subject to being stopped by officers”.

      – study by Lamberth



the hurdles - outdated/overused laws

In Russell, Kansas, it is against the law to have a  
musical car horn.

It is illegal to drive a red car down main street on Sundays 

You must honk the horn whenever you pass another car.

It is illegal for a woman to drive a car unless there is a man 
either running or walking in front of it waving a red flag to 
warn approaching motorists and pedestrians. 



the hurdles - misunderstanding & stereotypes

Police Officers are not alone in racial profiling, citizens use 
stereotypes to judge and mistreat people who are different 
in appearance and religion.



thank you


